
QFT-Lecture Notes

Kaon Decays

∆I = 1

2
rule

The life time for kaon decay process was one of the earliest process that provided

evidence for isospin selection rule ∆I = 1

2
. The ratio of decay rates

Γ(K+ → π+ + π0)

Γ(K0 → π+ + π−)

depends on the isospin transformation of the interaction Hamiltonian.

Other things being equal, one may expect these decay rates to be of the same

order of magnitudes. Experimentally the above ratio is approximately 1/500.

Q: What is this number trying to tell us? Read on what

Gasiorowicz has to say.
.

1M. Gellmann and A.Pais, Proceedings of Glassgow Conference, Pregomon Press, London (1954).
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Explanation of ∆T = 1

2
rule:

Recall Generalized Pauli Principle:
With introduction of isospin the pions are treated as identical par-
ticles. The allowed states of two pions are restricted by generalized
Pauli principle which states that total wave function (= space part
× spin part × isospin part) must be symmetric for bosons.

The pions have zero spin and hence conservation of angular momentum implies

that the two pions in the K decays will have orbital angular momentum ℓ = 0.

This means that, in the rest frame, the space wave function will be symmetric. this

implies that the isopsin part the wave function of two pions in both the K

must be symmetric.

Let us now see what this means for K-meson decays. Pion has isospin 1 and

possible values the total isospin for two pion system are I = 2, 1, 0. The total

isospin 2,0 corresponds to symmetric states under exchange of isospins.

where as I=1 is antisymetric.

For π+π0, we have total I
z
= 1 therefore the only possible value of total isospin

is 2. On the other hand two pions in K0 meson decay, both isospins I = 2, 0 states

are possible.

Thus K+ decay will have pions in I = 2 state and will be forbidden,if we have

strict selection rule ∆ = 1

2
. Experimental ratio, (1/500), could be understood if for

some reason I = 0 is transitions are enhanced compared with I = 2.
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